Testimonials
“I just want to let you know that your book, “It’s Not The Law” is fantastic.
“At first (first 25% of the book), I was reading information that I already
knew, but bits of details (court quotes, mainly) were filling in small holes
here and there for me, so I was very pleased that my own research was also
very good and that I did not have to discard/change anything major.
“But then I read about the ‘Enacting Clause’ stuff – whoa. How did I miss
this one? Holy cow! Now, this is why I bought your book – to fill in some
possibly big holes and this one was a huge one.
“I love your book. Your courage in your fight for what’s right is astounding.
A lion in a den of thieves, you are” (Seth, in California).
“Wayne Frank Barbuto has done a spic & span job of clearing up the
difference between unalienable and inalienable rights. His book is excellent
and is the most truthful telling of the system I have read.
“I would encourage you to order his book to learn more about what most
people do not know.
“I am so impressed with, ‘It’s Not The Law’ that I would like to order more
books and have the books sent to different addresses. Is that
possible?” (Josephine Hollerung, in Minnesota).
“I feel blessed to have discovered you, truly a chance happening, perhaps I
should call it providence. I believe you have a bright future because of the
light you have brought into the lives of others through your work. And I
believe that there is enough of these kind of people to make a difference (it
never has been a majority) in your life and the world.
“I’ve only read part of your book so far, but people at church are asking,
“Who are you?” (Robert Disney III, in North Dakota).
“I have a bone to pick with you! You should include a warning for this book!
I am addicted to reading the book and have had little sleep over the last
couple days, taking in all of the information! :-).
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“I was aware of some changes concerning the District of Columbia in 1871,
but now really grasp the straw man and straw government setup and so it
makes much more sense, especially when you look at what is happening in
the country today!
“I do like the way you have organized the structure and added some slight
twists, like ‘Agent Orange,’ which originally took me to a thought that the
topic was on Vietnam and not an agent. Heehee! Bless you for this
endeavor to awaken the sheep!” (Mary Lillard, in Virginia).
“Your book is every bit as enlightening as I had hoped it would be. It is
exceptionally informative and useful. It’s one of those very few books I
would wish was widely read and understood, for obvious reasons. Already I
have gained immensely from it.
“I am truly glad I read your book; it has helped me immensely to unravel all
kind of nonsense, that has taken place around the globe in the past, and
now.
“I admire your perspective on what being Christian means. In particular your
stoic and uncompromising mindset” (Heinrich Ronvig, a Solution Architect
and scholar in Denmark).
“Thanks for putting your battle into words that can help the rest of us! I have
been in a long battle with the big boys myself and look for ones like yours
that come from experiencing the ‘fire’ and not just what someone thinks
might happen! Thank you very much for the time and sacrifice of doing this
book! I pray all that was stolen from you is recovered and restored 100
fold!” (Jerry Rankin, in Texas).
“Your book to me is simply mind blowing because it is answering, or rather
it is a platform to launch me into deeper study of what I now know are the
lies that ‘We the People’ have been misled into believing for decades.
“Others will advance from your groundwork. I personally see your work as a
bellwether of sorts. Many are only now waking up to what has been going
on far too long. Others will find their strength in your story and eyes will be
opened, mine are! A founding father said that we should light small fires in
the minds of men and sir, you have. People like me need people like you to
survive” (Alan Spence, an embassy Marine, retired).
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“I thoroughly enjoyed reading about your experience in the movement and
am thankful for your efforts in educating people like me. I’m quite nervous,
but I’ve known for awhile that this is the path that I am being led down. I
just hope that I can buck up enough courage to be an example like you.
Thank you so much for your insights and help. God Bless” (Sven Welz).
“I read your book and thoroughly enjoyed it. The selection of the order in
which the topics are presented provide ease in reading through transitions.
Few people have the ear or the eye for it. What is more, the topics are well
collected pieces of information, a good read, to be sure. ‘It’s Not the Law’
is certainly worth it, better than a movie. I shall read your book
again” (Robert Temple, in California).
“I strongly recommend, ‘It’s Not the Law,’ it is worth every cent. Your
excellent law book was critical in my knowledge building. Without your
book and friendship, I would not have been able to understand the law and
deceptive attorneys to the degree I have, and would not have been able to
start this new business [canceling foreclosures]. I am currently rereading
your book and appreciating it more! As I am rereading this book, I realize
just how good it really is. It should be the cornerstone of books for
education.
“I ask all of you to read Wayne’s forthcoming book about how the Khazars
infiltrated the government and media. This will ensure that I have no
Jewish friends. Kidding aside, it is VERY interesting to learn why Hitler
had a picture of Henry Ford Senior in his office” (Brian Day, in North
Carolina).
“It’s just so overwhelming to know that our supposed leaders and protectors
have no integrity nor honor but are actually predators and psychos. Reading
your book is like going through law school and discovering that the justice
system is allowed to scam, terrorize, enslave and destroy the Citizens
through word-crafting, legal juggernauts and colorful laws.
“I like your style of writing with generous quotes that highlight the issues
presented. I have read some articles about the UCC [Uniform Commercial
Code] and Admiralty Law before and having a whole book about it is
mind-blowing. This book is a treasure and I’m already looking forward to
the next sequel” (Josephine, in Japan).
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“Your book was excellent because of its ease of reading and its
content” (George Hale).
“All in all it’s well written—chock-full of quotes and insights. Your
courtroom experience is a fantastic story. It’s worth the money. Overall, this
is a profound document and I intend to read it many times” (Arthur Farha,
in Florida).
“I am glad you wrote this book and glad you fought them. You deserve a
medal, really” (Elesha Ochiis, in New Jersey).
“Your writing style is very appealing in that you are concise and to the point
with a wry sense of humor all rolled into one.
“Regarding, ‘The Wizard of Oz’ in the appendix: I have seen other variations
before, but yours was particularly enlightening” (Jane Pierce, in Louisiana).
“It’s not the Law is the most thought provoking book on today’s legal
system you’ll find anywhere. It is the missing link. Amazing stuff indeed
and it is vital information. Read this and you will have to rethink
everything you thought you knew about the law” (James Stancliffe, in
Utah).
“Wayne Barbuto is a good friend of mine, likes think alike, and if you want a
lot of the answers to what happened to America, I highly recommend his
book.
“Wayne Barbuto has written a brilliant book which outlines the hostile
takeover of America, the courts, and the constitution. It’s not free, but well
worth the price. I simply do not know of a better resource than what Wayne
has provided.
“Wayne did a good job with that book, it sure opened my eyes to a few
things!
“Wayne’s work—his book, ‘It’s Not The Law’ woke even me up to a huge
number of things I never knew about, and it all ended up being completely
true. Wayne is one of the best out there.
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“A compelling synopsis of the rights and freedoms we forgot we ever had, it
is shocking to know what we have lost, and see it compiled in such a well
thought through and complete manner.
“Wayne’s book, It’s Not the Law, in my opinion, is one of the best if not
THE best book out there if you want to know exactly how America ended
up destroyed. In over 500 pages there is little to nothing to fault as well, it
is very well researched, cover to cover.
“His books are a GREAT read, I highly recommend them” (Jim Stone, of
jimstonefreelance.com).
“Wayne Barbuto’s book is excellent. It’s the most truthful telling of the
workings of the system ever published. His accurate depiction of the legal
system applies to all countries with (or who ever had) British
overlords” (Unknown, found on Jim Stone’s web site 6/24/15).
“If you don’t publish this book nationally you are making a big mistake. You
need to be on talk radio. You need to be on the Ann Coulter show—but
when she finds out that you know more than she does, she will be jealous.
That could be a problem with talk radio” (Joseph McCluskey, a friend who
thought I couldn’t write a book).
“I thoroughly enjoyed the book” (Joel Skousen, a political scientist and
publisher of a newsletter entitled, “World Affairs Brief”).
“Priceless. This book will open your eyes. I was living blind” (Milton
Ayala).
“I would like to see everyone on the planet read and understand this
book” (Walt Homick, in California).
“I haven’t been able to stop reading it. The inside of my head must look like
a Christmas tree with all of the idea ‘light bulbs’ that have turned
on” (Benjamin Whiteford, in Minnesota).
“What a great book, Mr. Barbuto! I love your quotes. One of my good
friends said he considered prison time as a community service. They were
keeping the real sociopaths (the guards) off the streets. I am so glad I
decided to finish the book! (I rarely do that) What a gem—Thanks
again” (Vera Fisk).
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“I had no idea of the depth of this deception. Every part of our government
is involved in this. This book is worth its weight in gold” (Calvin
Holderman Junior. Cal has purchased seven spiral bound copies for family
members and friends).
“I have found this book sobering, the disappointment in what I thought was
my government is beyond words at this time” (Suzanne Cluth, in North
Carolina).
“You are an excellent writer!” (T.J. Grow).
“You write EXTRAORDINARILY well! I would read your book for the
writing alone” (Evelyn L. Veerkamp, in California).
“I find your writing style very readable, which has proven a hurdle for many
of the titles I choose to read. While the nature of the information alone
would keep me motivated, a nice flow is always welcome. I hope more
people will get the opportunity to appreciate your work, both for its literary
and informational values” (Brandon Hill, in Arizona).
“The two sample chapters on your site are ‘so clear’ and ‘so easy to
understand’” (Ricardo Vargas).
“Real well written. Real easy to understand” (Gary Mace, a student of
history. He has purchased six spiral bound copies).
“I am impressed with the quality of the printing and cover.
“I was talking to my elder son on the phone one day last week. He said, “I’m
reading that ‘It’s Not the Law’ again.” I commented that there is a lot in it
to learn and he replied, “Nobody wants to argue with me now that I’ve read
it!” (Dean Bruce, in Montana).
“What you went through has crippled many a man before you that has not
recovered. You are seeking the truth, in spirit and truth and that sets you
apart from other men” (Calvin Robinson, a good friend who was
imprisoned for life without possibility of parole for possession of an
unapproved plant).
<<<>>>
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